This paper is the first part of a two-part series. It proves a number of direct relationships between the Fourier transform and the simple genetic algorithm. (For a binary representation, the Walsh transform is the Fourier transform.) The results are of a theoretical nature and are based on the analysis of mutation and crossover. The Fourier transform of the mixing matrix is shown to be sparse. An explicit formula is given for the spectrum of the differential of the mixing transformation. By using the Fourier representation and the fast Fourier transform, one generation of the infinite population simple genetic algorithm can be computed in time O(c'"~2 3), where c is arity of the alphabet and t is the string length. This is in contrast to the time of O(c3') for the algorithm as represented in the standard basis. There are two orthogonal decompositions of population space that are invariant under mixing. The sequel to this paper will apply the basic theoretical results obtained here to inverse problems and asymptotic behavior.
Introduction
That there is some sort of connection between genetic algorithms (GAS) and the Walsh transform has been a part of GA folklore for a number of years. Folklore asserts that schema utilities are somehow put in a more perspicuous form via the Walsh transform, and, that schemata determine GA behavior via the schema theorem.
This perception may have been engendered by Bethke's Ph.D. dissertation (Bethke, 198 1) where the Walsh transform was used as a tool to construct deceptive functions. Bethke's Walsh-schema analysis of functions is certainly beautiful on its own merits; schema fitness is expressed with remarkable compactness by Walsh coefficients and low-order schemata require the least number of coefficients, facilitating analysis of deception by way of Walsh coefficients.
Deception has been and will continue to be an important concept in the analysis of genetic algorithm behavior. At the same time, deception is not necessarily germane in every circumstance (Grefenstette, 1993) , deception is not necessarily correlated with highorder Walsh coefficients (Goldberg, 1990) , neither is the Walsh transform necessarily the appropriate tool for the construction or analysis of deceptive functions (Deb & Goldberg, 1993) . Moreover, the degree to which schemata determine the course of genetic search via the schema theorem has been seriously called into question (Vose, 1993) . The folklore connecting GAs and the Walsh transform is tenuous a t best.
Traditionally, the W'alsh transform has been applied to fitness. An early paper of Goldberg (1989) attempts to calculate the expected value of fitness, expressed in terms of Walsh coefficients, following the application of genetic operators. His paper, to some extent successful, is representative of early work in this area; the effects of operators on Walsh coefficients may have been considered, but the analysis relies on heuristic arguments and does not involve the direct application of the U'alsh transform to crossover and mutation, or to any of their associated mathematical objects. For example, 14'einberger (1 991) applies Fourier analysis to fitness landscapes and relates the Fourier coefficients to the autocorrelation function of a random walk on the landscape, but his work does not relate Fourier analysis to crossover operators. Azawa (1 997) extends earlier work on epistasis variance and crossover correlation by showing hou. the crossover correlation can be computed using Walsh coefficients, but she does not apply transform analysis to the mixing operators (mutation and recombination) themselves.
In contrast, our results are based on the direct application of the Walsh transform to mixing (mutation and recombination). At some stage the fitness function does get transformed, but that step is not the fulcrum of our analysis. It appears as an accommodation to the representation that arises naturally from other considerations related to mixing. Moreover, the connections we develop between the T;lialsh transform and the genetic algorithm are compelling; they hold in every case (for any mutation, crossover, and fitness), they reveal fiinclamental structure (i.e., the eigenvalues of the mixing operator's differential), they proiide the most efficient methods known to calculate with the infinite population model (in the general case), they provide the only method known to simulate evolution backwards in time, and they are pro\'en as mathematical theorems.
Previous applications of the M'alsh transform to mixing are, to our knowledge, sparse. The paper of \ b e and Liepins (1991) was perhaps the first, demonstrating that the twist of the mixing matrix is triangularized by the \;l'alsh transform. In a related paper, Koehler (1005) gives a congruence transformation defined by a lower triangular matrix that diagonalizes the mixing matrix for 1-point crossover and mutation given by a rate (the mixing matrix is ckfined at the end of Section 2). T h e paper of J. h'. Kok and P. Floreen (1995) is one of the inore recent, independently obtaining several results that Vose presented at I<:GA'95 in the xlvanced theory tutorial. 'Their paper also considers representing variance, representations by way of hit products, and nonuniform if'alsh-schema transforms. Finally, Koehler, Bhattachaqy, and (1097) apply the Fourier transform to mixing in generalizing results concerning the simple genetic algorithm, which were previously established for the binary case. That paper extends the analysis to strings over an alphabet of cardinality L', where c is an arbitrary integer greater than 1.
The goal of this paper and its sequel is to show how the Walsh transform appertains to the simple genetic algorithm in a natural and inherent way, particularly revealing the dyn:tmics of mixing, and, as a special case, the dynamics of mutation. Through a series of results, a theoretical foundation will be laid that explains and exploits the interplay between the \l'alsh transform and the simple GA. This paper extends the previous account of our \vork (given in J'ose & IVright, 1996) in three ways. First, it is far more complete, including detnils and explanations; second, it contains further results; and third, it is more general, providing a framework that extends directly to higher cardinality alphabets.
In :a companion paper, The Inverse, the theoretical groundwork developed here will be brought to bear on inverse problems and asymptotic behavior.
Basics
The formalism used is that of random heuristic search with heuristic 6 (see Wright, 1994, and Vose, 1996 ; the most comprehensive account is in Vose, 1998) . This section reviews technical details, though the focus is on the case of fixed-length c-ary strings. As first explained in Koehler, Bhattacharyya, and Vose (1997) , it is the Fourier transform, not the Walsh transform, that is appropriate in the general cardinality case (i.e., when c > 2).
However, when c = 2 the Fourier transform is the Walsh transform; by working with the Fourier transform in the body of this paper we therefore implicitly deal with the Walsh transform while simultaneously providing a framework that extends directly to higher cardinality alphabets. This paper explicitly deals with the Walsh transform by focusing on the binary case (c = 2 ) in the examples and the concrete results. The notation and several of the abstract results, however, will be stated in greater generality (for arbitrary c) to make plain how the analysis extends. Refined and completed by Vose, the extension of transform analysis to the general cardinality case began as joint workwith Gary Koehler and Siddhartha Bhattacharyya (1997) . The search space SL consists of c-ary strings of length l. Let n = c'. Integers in the interval [0, n) are identified with elements of SL through their c-ary representation. This correspondence allows them to be regarded as elements of the product group
Notation
where Z, denotes the integers modulo c. The group operation on this product (addition modulo c) is denoted by @, and the operation of componentwise multiplication (modulo c) is denoted by g. Componentwise subtraction (modulo c) is denoted by 8, and 0 8 x is abbreviated as -x. When elements of SL are bit strings (i.e., c = 2), both @ and 8 are the componentwise "exclusive-or" operation, and g is componentwise "and." The notation k abbreviates 1 8 k. The operation 8 takes precedence over @ and 8, and all three bind more tightly than other operations, except for k H k which is unary and has highest precedence.
An element k of SL will also be thought of as a column vector in 82' (its c-ary digits are the components), and in that case is represented with least significant c-ary digit at the top.
Angle brackets (. . .) denote a tuple, which is to be regarded as a column vector, diag(x) denotes the square diagonal matrix with iith entry x,. Indexing always begins with zero. Superscript T denotes transpose, superscript C denotes complex conjugate, and superscript H denotes conjugate transpose. Let 1 denote the column vector of all 1's. Thejth basis vector el is thejth column of the identity matrix. The space perpendicular to a vector u is uL.
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For example, if t = 3 and = 5, then the string 21021 corresponds to the integer whose decimal representation is 196, and to the column vector (1, 2, 0, 1, 2). In string notation, -21021 = 12011, 21021 11220 = 02211, 21021 u 11220 = 21010, and 21071 11220 = 10101.
( h e n k E R, let those I for which k iJ > 0 be 10 < 11 < < i,+I where m = #k, A s illustrated in the above table, embedding an element of "'R corresponds to distributing its bits among the locations where k is nonzero.
An element k E (1 is called himii-)I (even if c > 2) provided that k, > 0 j k; = 1 (recall that k is nahirally a column vector). T h e utility of embeddings follows from the fact that if k is binary, then each i E R has a unique representation i = / I 1 : ' z', where ZI E Rk and z' t Rz. 'l'his follows from the identi? i = i I he symbol \ denotes set subtraction (L4 \ B is the set of elements in A which are not in
__
represents the ftinctionf' restricted to the domain B.
Selection
Define the simplex to be the set A = {(.YO,. . . , ~~-1 ) : xj E R,x3 2 0, &j = 1)
An element p of A corresponds to a population according to the rule pl = the proportion of i contained in the population
T h e cardinality of each generation is a constant r called the population size. Hence the proportional representation given by p unambiguously determines a population once r is known. The vector p is referred to as a population vector. Given a fitness function f : Q -+ R+, define thefitness matrix F to be the n x n diagonal matrix F,,+ = f ( i ) . Sincef is positive, F is invertible. It follows that the function F ( x ) = Fx/lTFx is also invertible and
The image of a population vector p under F is called a selection vector. The ith component of F(p) is the probability with which i is to be selected (with replacement) from the current population p .
Mutation
The symbol , u will be used for three different (though related) things. This overloading of p does not take long to get used to because context makes its meaning clear. The benefits are clean and elegant presentation and the ability to use a common symbol for ideas whose differences are often conveniently blurred.
First, p E A can be regarded as a distribution describing the probability p, with which i is selected to be a mutation mask (additional details follow).
Second, p : SZ -+ s2 can be regarded as a mutationjkaction that is nondeterministic. The result p(x) of applying p to x is x @ i with probability pz. The i occurring in x @ i is referred to as a mutation mask.
Third, p E [0, 0.S) can be regarded as a mutation rate that implicitly specifies the distribution p according to the rule
The distribution p need not correspond to any mutation rate, although that is certainly the classical situation. Any element p E A whatsoever is allowed. The effect of mutation is to alter the positions of string x in those places where the mutation mask i is nonzero. For
Crossover
It is convenient to use the concept ofpartialprobability. Let ( : A -+ B and suppose 4 : A -+ [O,1] , where C $(a) = 1. To say ''[ = ((a) with partial probability 4(a)" means that = b with probability C, [((a) 
The description of crossover parallels the description of mutation; the symbol x will be used for three different (though related) things.
First, binary x E A can be regarded as a distribution describing the probability xi with which i is selected to be a crossover mask (additional details will follow). T h e result \(x,y) is i .+ i . : , y with partial probability \,/2 and is 1' 3 i di i 8 x with partial probability \,/2. T h e i occurring in the definition of \(x,.y) is referred to as a crossover mask.
The application of \(x,y) to s , y is referred to as r-eco?r~bini?zg x andv.
nts s andy ofthe crossover function are calledparents, the pair x @ i @ i @ y are referred to as their rhildren. Note that crossover produces children by exchanging the components of parents in those positions where the crossover mask i is 1.
The result \(x,j~) is called their child. Thus, the probability that =. results as a child from recombining parents .I^ and y is Third, \ E [0,11 can be regarded as a i-i'ossozw rate that specifies the distribution )Y according to the rule
where biiiary t E A is referred to as the o-os.soae~-~ype. Classical crossover types include 1-point ii-ossoLSer, for which
and iiiiifbr-m ~~~o s . r o u r i~, for which t, = 2-I. However, any binary t E A whatsoever is allowed as a crossover type.
2.5
The Heuristic G 'I'he .viriipltl genetic algoritlm is given by applying the heuristic corresponding to selection (twice) to produce s andy as parents, followed by mutation of . Y andy, followed by crossover ofthe results of mutation. T h e pair selected are called parents, and the end result (only one of the hvo strings resulting from crossover is kept) is their child. T h e mixing mat7iv i2.I is de!iined by the probability that child 0 is obtained:
T h e probability that child I / is obtained from parents .I^ and y is ,%I, the follon ing which follows from
L y n c h 1 e r~ general condition\. it does not matter whether mutation is performed before or 'itter crossover, because the rnising niatri-i would be the Same (\ee Koehler, Bhattachar) y~, k \'ose. 1997).
= 2 ) with uniform crossover with r m \ 2nd mutation rate 1-1 has mixing matrix .I1 given by the following symmetric iii,itrix For eumple, a 2-bit representation ( L = 2 and (only the upper half is shown)
Let Ok be the permutation matrix with i,jth entry given by
. .)
The ith component function Gi of the simple genetic algorithm's heuristic is the probability that i is the end result of selection, mutation, and crossover. In vector form it is
where p is the current population vector.
The Fourier Transform
To streamline notation, let e(x) abbreviate e 2 T a x l c . The Fourier matrix is defined by
The Fourier matrix is symmetric and unitary (WH = W" = W -' , where superscript C denotes complex conjugate, and superscript H denotes conjugate transpose). The Fourier trangom is the mapping x H Wxc. When c = 2, all objects are real, the conjugation may therefore be dispensed with, and the Fourier transform reduces to the Walsh transform determined by the matrix In order to keep formulas simple, it is helpful, for matrixA and vector x, to represent wA"W" and Wx" concisely. The former is denoted b y 2 and the latter by3. The matrix2 is referred to as the Fourier transform of the matrix A. Ify is a row vector, then? denotesyCWC (which is referred to as the Fourier transform ofy).
Basic Properties
Let x be a column vector, y a row vector, and A a square matrix. If u and TI are any of The following theorem is one ofthe key links between the simple genetic algorithm and the Fourier transform. Another, as will be seen later, is the effect that the Fourier transform has o n the mixing matrix , \ I and on its twist >\I*.
Tw.c ) R~I 3.1 :
1 he group {on} of permutation imtrices I F rnkui-ently related to mixing through the defin 1 tion . t 2 ( 2 ) n = (irnl)rL121 (okl) 15 de\criherl by Vose (1990) , it follons that { o i } 15 the linear group n hich coniinutes with
A crucial property of the Fourier transform is that it simultaneously diagonalizes this linear group (this is Theorem 3.1). In fact, this property caii he used to obtain the Vl'alsh transform as follows. A theorem of linear algebra states that if a fanily of normal matrices commutes, then they are simultaneously diapidizable by a similarity transformation (Gantinacher, 1977) . Using a constructive proof of this theorem, a unitar)? matrix may be computed for the similarity transformation. Vose (1998) has done this in the binary case for the fidinily {c~k}, obtaining the LThlsh matrix as the result. In other w-ords, the Uralsh transform can he obtained via fundamental symmetries that are ernbedded in the very definition of mixing. This generalizes to the general cardinality case; the colurnns of the Fourier matrix are related to fundamental symmetries that are ernbedded in the very definition of mixing, they form tem ofeigenwctors for the family {oL.} for general L ' > 0.
As might be suspected, this inherent relationship of the Fourier transform to mixing ('Theorem 3. I ) indicates a fruitful direction to explore. T h e following section demonstrates the amazing ability of the Fourier transform to unravel the complexity of mixing. A consequence (to be considered later) is an explicit formula for the spectrum of the differential of the mixing scheme.
SKETCH OF PROOF:
The condition of the characteristic function is equivalent to k @ (
Hence the innermost sum is
Incorporating these simplifications yields
Note what has been accomplished by Theorem 3.2. The mixing matrix M , which is dense when mutation is positive, has a sparse Fourier transform! The only entries Mxy that can be nonzero are those for which [xTy = 01. Moreover, the number of these is
Therefore, the proportion of nonzero entries is ( 2 / c -l/c2)', which converges to zero exponentially fast as t increases (since c 2 2).
The following two corollaries are fairly straightforward consequences. (For detailed proofs, see Koehler, Bhattacharyya, and Vose, 1997 Theorem 3.2 has further theoretical implications that will be explored later on. Note what has been accomplished by Corollary 3.4. Direct access to the spectrum of M* has been obtained since -21" is trianplarized by taking its transform (and spec(M*) = spec(n/l*)C).
We will also see later how ;tl* is a crucial component of the differential dM of the mixing scheme -/U.
The present goal, however, is to demonstrate the utility of the Walsh transform in simplifying the representation of a concrete mixing matrix. Toward that end, the following lemma will be useful. For the remainder of this subsection (Section 3.2) the binary case is assumed (i.e., c = 2 ) . Note that
Hence the characteristic function in the sum above simplifies to [X E am A y E nzl. The observation completes the proof. 0
Collecting together the previous results yields h PROPOSITION 3.8: For 1-point crossover and mutation rate p, Mij is given by
The special case of Proposition 3.8 corresponding to i = 0 was first proved by Gary J. Koehler (1994) . (This has since been generalized; see Koehler, Bhattacharyya, and Vose, 1997 .) Proposition 3.6 is also due to Koehler (though by a much more complicated argument). Proposition 3.8 is noted here as a concrete example of how the Walsh transform drastically simplifies representation.
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For example, the Walsh transform of the (2-bit representation) mixing matrix given earlier is appear naturally in the differential as given b! -Theorem 3.9. In view of Theorem 3.1 anti Corollary 3.4, one would expect the Fourier transform to be particularly revealing of properties of the mixing scheme .M. In the following discussion we will see that is the case to some extent, and the sequel to this paper will demonstrate it in full.
The next proposition is a stepping stone toward determining the spectrum of dM,, and will also be useful when the Fourier basis is considered in the next section. The Simple GA and the Walsh Transform:
The next proposition is useful because the mixing scheme M is defined with respect to an ambient space ( $2, ) of dimension larger than its domain A. Since the spectrum is invariant under change of basis, it follows from the representation for BTATB that spec(AT) = spec(C) U {A}. The observation that a matrix has the same spectrum as its transpose completes the proof. 0 Because it is of potential interest to consider M on a domain larger than A, the following result is stated in greater generality Since (LW*)Tl = 1, it follows from Proposition 3.1 1 that spec ('v* 1 , i) = spec(Lvl*) \ { 1)
A
As noted above, (AM*),,l = M-,,", so, by Theorem 3.2, the spectral radius of Ill" restricted to
I' is
If p is positive a n d j > 0, cancelation occurs in the sum defining fip,, and so it must have modulus less than 1. Next note that the subscripts in the sum above are of the form 21 and CJ G I , where zI, u E Q; . Since R-is a group, zi = z l sj is impossible; it would lead to the contradiction 21 5 z' = j E Qj. The sum can therefore have no repeated terms and is a t most I 1. Hence the spectral radius ofAill* restricted to 1' is less than 1/2.
To summarize some of the most notable results of this section: Theorem 3.2 shows how the Fourier transform simplifies il.l in the general case.
Proposition 3.8 specializes this to the Walsh transform in the concrete binary case Corollary 3.4 shows that the Fourier transform triangulates &I*.
Theorem 3.12 reveals the spectrum of dM as a column of 21kZ.
corresponding to one-point crossover and mutation given by a rate.
h
As has been explained in this section, the Fourier transform emerges in a natural way when one considers mixing. There are further connections, however, as the following sections will show.
The Fourier Basis
In the binary case ( L = 2), the hyperplane containing I\ is a translate in the direction of the first column of W of the linear span of the other columns. This observation hints that a natural basis for representing S might be given by the columns of W (ix., 6,. . . , e z l ) . Moreover, and far more telling, the results of the previous section demonstrate how the Fourier transform-which essentially corresponds to a change of basis-profoundly simplifies 11.1 in the general case. The development of how transforms in this representation (ix., with respect to this basis) is the subject of this section. 
SKETCH OF PROOF: Symmetry in x and y follows &om linearity and the fact that symmetry h holds on a basis (via Theorem 4.1; keep in mind that since M is symmetric, Ml,-3 = MI,+). Linearity is a consequence of Theorem 3.9. The second formula is a consequence of symmetry, linearity, and the first. The third formula follows from Theorem 3.9 and a simple calculation (use the fact that lTW = lT). The last formula follows from the third and first. The first formula is a consequence of Theorem 3.9 and a simple calculation: that correspond to mixing. A number of interesting consequences to having access to the triangularized system will be explored there. This paper closes with the following section, which is specialized to the binary case. The subject is how U'alsh coordinates induce a decomposition of A into regions of space that are invariant under mixing.
Invariance
Before proving the invariance theorem, we discuss the relationship of mutation to the standard basis so as to provide a frame of reference.
Ifp is a population vector which does not have components in the direction of every basis vector, then p represents a population in which some string types are missing. In particular, string i is missing from the population exactly when p , = 0. After mixing, however, every string is expected to be represented, provided that mutation is positive, since any string has a nonzero probability of being produced by mutation and surviving crossover (being crossed with itself).
Hence there is no proper subset of the basis vectors whose linear span is invariant under M . If some components of p were zero, those components become positive in the vector M(p). This is perhaps intuitive, since mutation "spreads out" the initial population to contain, in expectation, instances of every string type. Nevertheless, in Walsh coordinates there are invariant subspaces-exponentially many of them-even when mutation is positive. That result is the subject of this section. e, -U(X) = 2''2 C a , , a l , 3 j~~~l , , , ,~,
IIER,
Since Q j c Q k , the coefficients a, are zero.
Next let x = C ajz be an element of C {c : i E Q k } . F o r j @ / Q k we have as before, where nonzero terms are subscripted by elements of Q,. Sincej # / Q k + a, = 0, every term will be zero provided that
This implication follows from the fact that zi 5 (21 j ) = j # / Q k .
0
Space has, for every choice of k E R, the orthogonal decomposition ,. I heorem 5.1 shows each factor space is invariant under mixing. Since mixing preserves A, the intersection of these spaces with A is also invariant. As a special case, each region is invariant under mutation.
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates a number of theoretical connections between the Walsh transform and the simple genetic algorithm. By working with the Fourier transform, of which the Walsh transform is a special case, we have carried out the investigation within a framework that extends directly to higher cardinality (nonbinary) alphabets.
A number of abstract theoretical results have been obtained that will be useful in supporting further inquiry into the basic nature and properties of the simple genetic algorithm and its associated mathematical objects. We briefly indicate below how the results of this paper are relevant in a wider context.
The major connections presented in this paper of the Walsh transform to the simple genetic algorithm are through:
1. Diagonalization of the linear group commuting with M .
. Simplification of M (a dense matrix becomes sparse).
3 . Triangulation ofM* (giving access to its spectrum).
4. Explicit determination of the spectrum of dM.
Complexity advantages of computations using the basis B.
6. Orthogonal decompositions of space invariant under mixing.
The linear group {oh} occurring in the definition of the mixing scheme identifies the Walsh transform as an inherent-not an arbitrary-object related to the simple genetic algorithm. This is the implication of the first connection enumerated above. The Walsh transform simultaneously diagonalizes this group. In other words, the columns of the Walsh matrix are related to fundamental symmetries which are embedded in the very definition of mixing; they are an orthonormal system of eigenvectors for the family {ok}.
The infinite population algorithm (i.e., G) has recently been receiving increasing attention for various reasons. Not the least of these is the fact that the finite population model contains 6 as a defining component (see, for example, Juliany and Vose, 1994, and Vose, 1996) . For both analysis and computation, significant progress has been achieved when the mathematical objects involved can be simplified. The second connection enumerated above is progress of that type. We have shown how the Fourier transform makes the fully positive (for nonzero mutation) matrix M sparse. Moreover, M is a fundamental component of both the infinite and finite population models as it occurs in the definition of M , which is a composition factor of G.
Getting a handle on the spectrum of M' is of basic importance to better understanding dM, and, as the sequel to this paper will demonstrate in complete detail, to determining the behavior of the mixing operator. The third connection enumerated above gwes access to this spectrum. One of its concrete applications is the fourth connection; explicit determination of the spectrum of dM. As shown in Koehler, Bhattacharyya, and Vose (1997) and Vose and Wright (1995) , this spectrum is related to the stability of fixed points of 6 (in fact, its connection to stability of fixed points leads to the discovery that minimal deceptive problems (Goldberg, 1987) are incomplete with respect to determining GA hard functions for the 2-bit infinite population model (see Juliany & Vose, 1994) .
Working out how selection and mixing transform in the Fourier basis leads to the fifth connection enumerated above, providing the most efficient methods known to calculate with Evolutionary Computation Volume 6 , Number 3 iMichael D. Vose and Alden H. Wright the infinite population model in the general case. T h e Fourier basis is crucial to decreasing the time involved in worlung with examples, to extending the size of simulations, and to conducting a wider range of computational experiments. The increase in efficiency provided is from O(n') to O(n'.jss) .
Interpreting the final connection, determining decompositions of space invariant under mixing, is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to mention that Vose has worked out how it relates to quotient maps and the interpretation of genetic operators as taking place on equivalence classes. (The connections, however, are in some respects complicated and would require more space than is feasible to include either here or in the sequel.) T h e interested reader is referred to Vose (1998) .
The sequel to this paper will apply basic theoretical results of this paper, and the Fourier basis in particular, to further demonstrate how the Fourier transform in general, and the Walsh transform in particular, appertains to the theory of the simple genetic algorithm. T h e focus there is on inverse problems and asymptotic behavior.
